1. What is the Program Quality process, and how do seasonal assessments fit into it?
   You can find a complete overview of the program quality process and seasonal assessments in the Program Quality guide.

2. What is changing with regard to seasonal assessments?
   Currently, seasonal assessments (as part of the program quality process) can only be entered on MyScouts.ca by a Group Commissioner or Group Registrar. This is changing so that any Section Scouter can enter an assessment for their Section (in addition to the Group Commissioner or Group Registrar).

3. Why are we enabling more people to enter seasonal assessments?
   We continue to hear that many Sections have done seasonal assessments, yet Group Commissioners have not entered them in MyScouts.ca. It is important that Sections following the Canadian Path program are recognized for their efforts. This change will enable Sections to control their own progress towards the Program Quality Award.

4. How will this make things easier for Scouters?
   By ensuring that Section Scouters can indicate their Sections have completed their seasonal assessments, we remove the barrier of coordinating with a Group Commissioner or Group Registrar to ensure this success is recognized.

   Support Scouters will also have the ability to identify which Sections may need a hand understanding and following the Program Quality guide, and they can better plan just how to provide effective support.

5. Does this mean Group Commissioners are cut out of the process?
   Not at all; Group Commissioners are still responsible for the overall quality of the programs facilitated in their Group. Group Commissioners should continue to follow up with Sections to hear about the results of their seasonal assessments, and they should help Sections to make any adjustments that are necessary. Group Commissioners may still enter the results of the seasonal assessments on behalf of Sections.

6. How do I input a seasonal assessment into MyScouts.ca?
   You can find instructions on how to view and input seasonal assessments here.
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